Monterrey, Nuevo León
CINTERMEX

EXPO - B2B - CONFERENCES - NETWORKING

BECAUSE...

OPPORTUNITY IS A Decision

www.surfacefinishingmexico.com
THE EVENT FOR THE WORLD SURFACE COATING EXPERTS

HISTORY
Surface Finishing México arises as a necessity to the exponential growth on the Mexican Surface Coating Industry, creating the elite environment for the exposure of New International Business Opportunities and committed with the Educational Global Knowledge of this growing Industry.

2016 → 2017 → 2018 → 2019 → ...

SFM NUMBERS
Since 2016 SFM has been presented on 3 occasions and have given value to our Community with:

- 3065 Attendees
- 1105 B2B Meetings
- 310 Exhibitors
- 72 Technical Conferences
- 7 Training Courses

SFM 2019
Due to the success presented on the last 3 years, SFM on its 4th edition will deliver the opportunity for decision makers to network with the international Industry experts from:

* 15 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

- Automotive
- Appliance
- Aerospace
- Electronics
- Construction
- more...

“MÉXICO IS ON THE PRELUDE OF BECOMING THE WORLD’S 7th LARGEST ECONOMY BY 2050”. THE OPPORTUNITY IS TODAY.
- PricewaterhouseCoopers

info@surfacefinishingmexico.com
SFM’s 4TH edition is the opportunity that reunites the best of the Commercial and Educational areas in one place.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
- RAW MATERIALS
  - PAINTS & CHEMICALS
- AUXILIARY COMPONENTS
- EQUIPMENTS
- FINISHING & COATING SERVICES

B2B MEETINGS
- BUYER - TIER + TIER - TIER

NETWORKING

+30 Lectures
100% Technical
Participate as an International Speaker. Send Now your Papers.

CONFERENCES

INTERNATIONAL TRAINING COURSES

WHERE?
- Monterrey known as the “Mountain City”
- Second Industrial Capital of México
- Best life quality according to MHRC
- International Airport
- Just 111 miles from the US border

We open the doors of knowledge and invite all International Associations to participate in collaboration with us.
A non-profit Industrial Association committed with the Surface Coating Industry in México.

Together we reach all the surface coating industrial specialties such as the organic, electrolytic, non-electrolytic and inorganic finishings & coatings; as well as the technological trends on development that have a positive impact on our industry.

**Mission:** To generate an Industrial Community aware of the value of education and innovation in México, by creating the necessary tools to increase the competitiveness in our industry.

- **EXPAND** your network with the Mexican Market.
- **BE PART** of our Community in an Industry that doubles its growth each year.
- **COLLABORATE** with the industrial experts and create a Legacy.
- **RISE** along with the Supply Chain in México.
- **RECEIVE** Exclusive SFM Benefits: - Preferential Rate as Exhibitor - First Booth Selection - Sponsorship Opportunity - FREE Passes for your registered representatives

Tel. +52 (442) 690 2121
www.amas.org
info@amas.org

@amas.sfm
@AMAS_MX
Surface Finishing México
@amas_mx